
CHEAP (yet ingenious) RATINGS
PLOY

SPOILERS AHEAD:

IF YOU HAVE NOT SEEN THE 3-27 EPISODE OF ARE YOU SMARTER THAN
A 5TH GRADER (AND CARE TO) SKIP THIS POST)

Last thursday night on the coming attraction for tonight’s
“Are You Smarter than a 5th Grader”, it was announced that
someone gets to the million dollar question and answers it. I
was totally flabergasted that they would actually announce
that someone would finally win the top prize more than a year
after the show first aired. Then I remembered watching “Live
with Regis and Kelly” (or was it Kathie Lee at the time…. who
cares). On one particular morning, Regis announced that on
that very night someone would win a million on “Who Wants to
be a Millionaire.” At the time, it seemed exciting and of
course  I  watched.  I  even  remember  the  question  (Which
president made an appearance on the television series “Laugh
In?”). Over the past few years, it seems like a cheap way to
increase ratings.

It seemed like deja-vu while watching 5th Grader until the
contestant who graduated from UCLA and has an MBA from USC got
to the second question:

“What is the subject of the following sentence? Sierra baked a
cake for Olivia.” He even got the three choices:

A: pronoun; B: proper noun; C: common noun

Unfortunately, this smart (?) guy thought the subject of the
sentence was “cake” so he chose answer C. Sorry to say, the
fifth grade student who could have saved him also chose the
wrong answer. So the bright guy who knew he would be the first
million dollar winner on the show flunked out on the second
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question and went home with nothing.

AH, but wait….. since the man was sooooo sure that he would
not only get to the top question but answer it correctly, Jeff
showed the question and it was answered correctly.

I guess the advertisement did not say that the million dollars
was  actually  won  only  that  the  question  was  asked  and
answered. CHEAP RATINGS PLOY. If it were five days from now,
some would have shouted “APRIL FOOLS!!!“


